A range of static light towers that can be mounted on a base or fastened horizontally or vertically on a fixed structure like a container. Silent and compact models with different height masts, available with different kinds of floodlights, these light towers ensure high versatility in different working areas. Ideal solution for fixed position use.

MOBILE LINE
A wide range of resistant and tough mobile light towers with high quality standards. This range is made-up of light towers equipped with different kinds of road or site-tow trailers, for use in the most hard working environments. The smallest models are equipped with a practical manual hand trolley allowing a single operator to manouvre quickly and safely. They are ideal for use in areas where illumination needs to be frequently repositioned.

GREEN LINE
Generac® Tower Light is always looking for new, environmentally friendly solutions and that is what led us to create a specific line of light towers equipped with hybrid or full battery technologies. The machines in this innovative line present considerable advantages in terms of fuel savings, noise reduction and CO₂ emissions.

SPECIAL LINE
Generac® Tower Light does take requests for specially designed models and will evaluate the viability of those requests on a case-by-case basis. Also available are a range of alternative products, such as light towers with double telescopic mast, extended height masts up to 20 metres and models placed on vehicles, skids or other special trailers.

STATIONARY LINE
A range of static light towers that can be mounted on a base or fastened horizontally or vertically on a fixed structure like a container. Silent and compact models with different height masts, available with different kinds of floodlights, these light towers ensure high versatility in different working areas. Ideal solution for fixed position use.